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AC PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA ANALYSIS FOR

PACIFIC MISSILE RANGE INSTRUMENTATION AIRCRAFT

INTRODUCTION

Advanced Surface Missile Defense (ASMD) and other program requirements necessi-
tate implementation of an extended-area instrumentation system at the Pacific Missile
Range (PMR) that will employ relay aircraft for tracking, telemetry, and target control
relay functions for multiple-object operations in areas not covered by existing land
instrumentation. Phased-array receiving antennas are being considered for the range
instrumentation aircraft for reception of relatively low-power signals. The arrays have
been assumed to be conformal with the existing P-3 aircraft surfaces. The purpose of
this report is to provide information on realizable performance and potential problems
associated with such conformal arrays.

To analyze the conformal arrays, a general computer program was developed that
;:7 .computes the array pattern, gain and polarization of the radiating fields at all scan angles

as required by the PMR system. The program is formulated in such a general way that
* ,the array'size, location, element spacing, and the curvature of the conformal surface can

be varied with minimum changes in the program. Using this computer program, we
obtained the radiation patterns for the Extended Area Tracking System (EATS), Target
Control System (TCS), and Telemetry System (TMS) receiving arrays as located on P-3
aircraft. The required coverage is assumed to be ± 60 0 in azimuth and ±150 in elevation.
First, the radiation patterns are obtained by assuming that the array elements are uni-
formly spaced around the curved surface, and that exact phasing is used to scan the
beams. However, the required hardware and software are very costly for obtaining
exact phases for each element and for every scan angle. Therefore, a study was made
to investigate possible methods of phasing that will simplify the required hardware. A
method is discussed by which the phase control is approximated by a planar array, row-
column steering. The radiation patterns are obtained with this approximate technique

".A and compared with those obtained by using correct steering phases. The results are
presented for EATS, TCS, and TMS arrays when they are located on the fuselage, and
for EATS and TCS when they are located on the vertical stabilizer. The results pre-
sented in this report indicate that the planar array, row-column steering technique can be
used with EATS and TCS arrays with no noticeable degradation in their performance.
The same technique can be used for TMS arrays of 32 X 1 elements with negligible
degradation when scanned to 15W in elevation. However, the simple planar phasing
technique may introduce unacceptable phase errors for larger TMS arrays or when
scanned to 600 in azimuth. For such arrays, aa extension of the simple phasing tech-

-! i nique is suggested.

Note: Manuscript Aas submitted July 30, 1974.
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RAO AND HSIAO

SIMPLIFIED TECHNIQUE FOR SCANNING OF CONFORMAL ARRAYS

" ...... To steer the beam of a conformal array on a general surfare, it is first necessary to
calculate the required phse for eacn element and each scan angle. )nce calculated, it
has to be practically implemented. The comple:tity of the hardwar,,ý needed to scan the
beams of conformal phased arrays increases greatly as the surface geometry becomes more
complex. This control of element phases is one of the most important problems to be
"overcome in implementing conforemal arrays. Here, an approximate technique for control-
ling the phase bf a conformal array on a general surface will be discussed first. An equa-
tion is obtained for the phase errors introduced by the approximate technique, as a
function of array parameters and the required scan angles. This equation will be used
later in the report to estimate the phase errors introduced by using the approximate
technique for the specific arrays under consideration.

Consider elements of a general conformal array phased in such a way that the wave
emanating from the array is a plane wave traveling in a given direction. This can be
thought of as a projection of the elements on some plane surface as shown ini Fig. 1.

• 'J'%'";"; 'k'"':• • "WAVEFRlONT

. 4, .

Fig. 1 - Geometry of conformal array whose elements
are projected onto a plane surface

By judiciously placing the elements on the curved surface, the projected element positions
will have uniform distribution. In the two-dimensional case shown in Fig. 1, we aow have
the equivalent of a linear array in the projected plane. Now the beam may be scanned by
using the simpler, well-known technique of the equally spaced linear array. The Simplicity
of scanning an equally spaced linear array lies in the iact that the phase differerce needed
between any two adjacent elements is the same for any given scan angle. Therefore, only
one value is needed to find the excitation phase of all elements in the linear array.
This can be implemented by a simple adder. For a conformal array, no such simple
relation exists between the element excitations. It is necessary to compute the excitation
phase for each element and for every scan angle. Implementing this computation requires
complex hardware and software. Thus, by using the approximate technique, a redu.ftion
in the hardware and software can be achieved. However, there will be some phae
errors introduced by the approximate technique. Equations for these phase errors will!2

-------------------
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Wb obtained next for the arrays on known conformal geometries such as the circular arc
and the circular cylinder.

Consider a circular arc array as shown in Fig. 2. Let the elements be distributed
along the circular arc in such a manner that the projected element positions will have
uniform interelement spacing of d. Let R be the radius of curvature of the circular arc.

WAVIýFRONT

SCAN ANGLE 9,

CD
d d-m 8

R /N~

Fig. 2 - Geometry of a circular are array whose ele-
ments are projected onto a plane surface

The nt element position on the arc is specified by the angle 0 n, and it is assumed that
there are 2N + 1 elements in the array. To steer the beam of this circular arc array to an
angle 0., the correct phase required at each element should corresp-nd to the path length be-
tween each element and the wavefront. For the n th element this corresponds to the path length
AD. In the approximate technique, this is approximated by a path length AB + BC. The path
length AB is a constant (independent of scan angle) for a given element, and the path length
BC corresponds to the linear array phase needed to scan the beam to an angle a8. Therefore,
the path-length errors introduced by the approximate technique are the difference between path
lengths (AB + VC) and AD, which is the same as AB - AR. Therefore, the phase error in the
n th element is given by (see Fig. 2).

2r, =-(AB-AE) =-- AB(1-cosos)

_R(1-cos8, )(1-cos0).

The phase error given by Eq. (1) is present for the element whose position is
specified by -0 .. Hence, the phase errors are symmetric and will not effect the main-
beam pointing direction.

3
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The procedure used in obtaining Eq. (1) can be extended to an array on a circular
cylinder, as shown in Fig. 3. Here. each column corresponds to an arc army, and each
row is an equally spaced linear array. Similar to the circular arc array, the elements in
each column are judiciously placed so that when projected onto the xy-plane they have
uniform distribution. We now have the equivalent of a planar array in the projected
plane (xy-plane). Now, the beam may be scanned by using the simpler, well known row-
column steering of the uniformly spaced planar array. Thus, by using the approximate
technique, a reduction in hardware and software can be achieved. Following the proce-
dure used for circular arc arrays, it can be shown that the phase errors in each column
(circular arc) of the array on circular cylinder is given by

2,rR
en (1-cos98 cosp8 )(1-cos9.) (2)

where 0P and 0p aie the elevation and azimuth scan angles, R is the radium. of curvatbre,
and 0. is the efement angular position from the yz-plane. Eq. (2) is similar to Eq. (1)
except for the additional factor of coap4, which accounts for the effect of scanning in
the a0 plane. Since Eq. (1) is a special case o: Eq. (2) when 0,, 0, the remaining dis-
cussion is addressed to Eq. (2).

•~~8 "": ELEMENTS

Fig. 3 - Geometry of a conformal array on a

circular cylinder

From Eq- (2) it is clear that for a given set of array parameters (R and on), the
phase errors will increase with the increase in scan angles 8. and V,,. Also, the element
phase error depends on where the element is located (On) in the array. It is clear from
Eq. (2) that the ph.se error in the central element (On = 0o = 0) is zero and the error
increases as the element angular separation 0. from the broad side increases. Therefore,
the maximum phase errors occur in the end elements. Since the phase errors are not
the same in each element, the rms phase error will give more insight itao the effect of phase

4
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errors than the absolute phase error in each element. Thfa phase error for a discrete array
* can be represented by

. -** .M S n- (3)

whee e. is given by Eq. (2) and N is half the number of elements in the army (except
, 4.4 •- the ceater element).

If the elements are not too widely spaced, the summation in Eq. (3) can beL J .. accurately represented by an integration as

rms JCN. . n (4)

" ".,.Substituting for e. from Eq. (2) into Eq. (4) shows that

.2;iR 22sflnN s1n2G,

'a ..... i, (1 -cosecos ) +(5)

Equations (2) and (5) Are used to find the phase errors introduced by row-column
steering for EATS and TCS arrays and for the specified sca', angles. The results are
given later in the appropriate sections. For larger arrays and wider scan angles, the phase
errors introduced by simple row-column steering may be unacceptable. For such arrays,
a modified method is suggested. In the modified method, the conformal array is divided
into several subarrays or arcs, as shown in Fig. 4, and each subarmay is treated as a
separate array in applying the row-column steering discussed earlier. This modified
method is still under investigation, and the results will be published in a separate report.

ARRAYS LOCATED ON FUSELAGE

In this report the primary attention is given to the arrays located on P-3 aircraft
fuselage. For the P-3 aircraft, the shape of the fuselage is mainly a circular cylinder [13

r, 7 with a radius of curvature of 6' in.; the cylindrical surface extends from fuselage station
306 to 901 (fuselage station numbers are given in inches). The position of the wings
on the fuselage occupy the stations from 570 to 695. Therefore, the position on the
fuselage where the arrays could be located is a circular cylinder. Hence, the following
discussion is primarily concerned with the performance of the arrays on a circular cylinder.

5
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",'. -WAVEFRONT

- ARC2
\N6. A NtC

.;.., ARCI Sa. ; .... ,, . /R

Fig. 4 - Exteonion of planar array phaIlng for larger confornal arrays

On such structures, the arry elements are usually distributed uniformly. To scan
IV such arrays it is necessary to calculate the phase angle for each element and each scan

angle. Implementing this requires complex and costly hardware. To simplify the hard-
ware requirement, a study is made to determine the possibility of using familiar planar
array, row-column steering for the arrays on the circular cylinder. The results presented

re e a such that the phase errors introduced are negligible

and the element- are judiciously located on the curved surface (in such a manner that,
*,..when projected onto a plane, they will have uniform spacing). The results obtained by

this row-column steering (sometimes callod approxinmate phasing) are compared vith the
results obtained by exact phasing. In what follows, the results are discussed for each
array. For all the arrays on the fuselage it is assumed that the individual elements have
the pattern of a horizontal dipole. This will have the effect of reducing the side-lobe
levels in the azimuth plane and thereby reducing the effect of scattering by wings,
engines, and other obstacles.

6
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EATS Amy

The site of the EATS mrray is assumed to be Im X 2m (as recommended in Ref. (2]1

which translates to a UX X 6X array at 900 MHz. The smaller dimension is assumed to be
* ~. ..~.along the curved surface.

5 X 10 Ekment .trray - In Ref. [2) it is proposed that a 5X 10 element array be used
for EATS. Therefore, it is analyzed first. The radiation patterns are obtained first by
asawung that the array elements are distributed uniformly in a rectangular grid on P-3
aircraft fuselage, and the exact phasing is used in scanning. The results are shown in
Figs. fa through 5e. Figures 5a and 5b show the elevation patterns when scanned to 0"

- ,... and 15, respectively, in the elevation plane. Figures 5c through 5e show the azimuth
M, 7 ':, .patterns scanned to 00, 306, and 600 in the azimuth plane. The step changes in the eleva-

tion patterns in Figs. 5a and 5b and other elevation patterns presented later in this report
*, •are caused by a provision in the computer program. This provision makes it possible

to drop the element contribution whenever the element becomes invisible (because of
the curved surface) from the point at which the radiation field is bi'ing computed.
Figures 5a through 5e show that the side-lobe levels are high W the elevation patterns
and that grating lobes appeared in the azimuth patterns when scanned to 60*. These
undesirable characteristics are caused by the larger interelement spacing (spacing in eleva-
tion plane is *sO.75X and in the azimuth plane it is 0.667L). For the scanning range ofinterest, it is possible to use these larger interelement spacings and still avoid grating

S...lobes or ,high side lobes if a planar array arranged in a triangular grid is used (3].

We therefore presume that in Ref. [2] the authors assumed a planar array with tri-
": angular grid in recommending wider interelement spacings. However, it will be shown

that the triangular grid on a circular cylinder may not be as effective.

z -20-

SI,---

EL•VT IO.,NL,.(EG,,5.....

-9• O-W. - 1'0 30 "• C .6 70 20 9'0

4 .... Fig. 5ia -- Elevation pattern of B X 10 rectangular grid EATS array located on fuselag~e

,cc

*1
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4,- - - - -- - - - -

lv~~v. -'I.

S 4 .' Z -... ucc:

-9C -3 -0 -7 6 5 '0-3 2 ,01C20 _ 5" U

a: 0

Cr

-90 -80) -70 -6-0 -50 -HU -30 -20 1'LC 0 1C 20 ZC : 0 6" 70 G0 90

q/EVITHON RtIGLE EDOEGMEES

Fig. 5c -Elevation pattern of 5 X 10 rectangular grid EATS arrayloae nfu.sg
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... -20-ý I
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,- :' II,-20s

-90 -80 -70 -60 -50-40 -20 -20 -'tCw 0 10" 20 30 140 5,C 60U 70809

R Z M 17H. R N.3 L E( CE3aE E'S)
Fig. 5d - Azimuth pattern of 5 X 10 rectangular grid EATS array located on fuselage

and scanned to 800 in azimuth
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• "Fig. The arrangement of the triangular grids considered is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In

• Fig.6 the interelement spacing in each column is assumed to be 0.75?, and the row spec-
i:•':•:•ing is assumed to be 0.667>,. There are 10 columns in the array, and each column con-
.•.••+•tairns either 5 or 4 elements, as shown in Fig. 6. The computed radiation patterns are

S::•? :','shown in Figs. Ba through 8e. From these patterns we note that using the triangular
grid of Fig. 6 has the effect of reducing the side lobes in the elevation plane to reason-

S...;+;: able levels compared to Figs. 5a through 5e. However, the grating lobes still appear in
the azimuth plane when the beam is scanned to 6q in azimuth. It is possible to elimi-
nate the grating lobes in the azimuth plane by us~ing a triangular grid array, as shown in

:' " ..... Fig. 7, with 50 elements. The difference between the triangular grid arrays of Figs. 6
and 7 is that the effective intereiemen~t spacing is smaller than )`/2 in the elevation plane

i~i:i•,-"::;•i.••for Fig. 6 and in the azimuth plane for Fig. 7. The patterns for tne triangular g~rid
S~array of Fig. 7 are shown in Figs. 9a through 9e. Note from these figures that the

:, 4-...,.,. grating lobes in the azimuth plane are eliminated. However, the side lobes in the eleva-
" " • ltion plane are considerably high when scanned to 15° in elevation. Therefore, it is -

clear that the interelement spacings recommended in Rief. [21 cannot be us~ed for the
S-•',,••-•:-:iarrays on the circular cylinder if the requirements include ro grating lobes and reason-
,•.•:•.•able side-lobe levels.

mm X X X X X
m: X"*X X X X
:'•;• +.":,;,'') ) X X X
"' ••'.' :" '"+•P+";'X X X X X

+ X X X X X

:• . .. +X X X X X

T:X X X x

0.667X

Fig. 6 -- Triangular grid arrangement 1 of EATS array

"311_
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xxxxxxxxxx

Lxx xx xxxcxx

0.667X

Fig. 7 - Triangular grid arrangement 2 of EATS *mry

Z -~2

cc -3

a-

-90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 .30 'if0 SO 00 70 80 90I ~ ELEVRT ION RNGL OECEGEES)
Fig. 8a - Elevation pattern of triangular grid (Fig. 6) EATS array located on fuselage
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LU -2 i
A~ *cc

-90 -80 -70 -60 -50-40 -30 -20- 10 0 10 20 30 40 S0 60 70 80 90

ELEVRTION RNGLE (DEGREES)

Fig. 8b - Elevation pattern of triangular grid (Fig. 6) EATS army located on fuselage
and scanned to 150 in elevation

7-I

Z -2

LU.

Ir-
a-

CC-
cc

-90 -80 -70 -GO-SO-40 -70-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

RZIMUTH RNGLE (DEGREES)
.~.j1.Fig. 8c - Azimuth pattern of triang~ular grid (Fig. 8) EATS 'array located on fuselage
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I - 2 -

Ccr-

-6 a 0-r .........
-90 -80 -70 -G0-SO 400-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 '40 5O 60 70 80 90

RZIMUTH RNGLE (DEGREES)

ig8d-Azimuth pattern of triangular grid (Fig. 6) EATS array located on fuselage
and scanned to 30* in azimuth
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U-..

zE -40-ý

-90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20-tO 0 10 20 30 4i0 SO 60 70 80 90

ELEVRTION RNGLE (DEOMEES)

Fig. 9a - Elevation pattern of triangular grid (Fig. 7) EATS array located on fuselage
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CE -204(>~

tc JM-,~ .

-90 -80 -70 -60 -SOL -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 LIG S0 60 70 80 90

F-777RZIMUTH PiNGLE ':EGREES)

Fig. 9c -Azimuth pattern of triangular girid (Fig. 7) EATS array located on fuselage

"N4

Z -2cc

CL

RZIMUTil RNGLE (GDEGREES)

Fig. 9d - Azimuth pattorn of triangular grid (Fig. 7) EATS array located on fuselage

and scanned to 30" in azimuth
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-."pwm.1tTT11T

and.s.an ned.to 600.in.zimut

"-1 -:0 .... -50i -4 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 5 0 7 0 9

Fg 9e. -' Aziut pattern of" tragua grd(i.7 ASara oaenfslg

To our knowledge, there is no known method of finding optimum spacings, in a

triangular grid array on a circular cylinder, that can be scanned over a given scan range
with no grating lobes or high side lobes. The man-hour limitations on this project did
not allow us to do an extensive investigation in this area. Therefore, it was decided to

4t)Y approach the problem differently by decreasing the interelement spacing to about 0.5X
and using the rectangular grid. Also, use of the rectangular grid configuration, makes
it easier to apply the approximate phasing technique, which is discussed earlier in this
report. To obtain interelemnent spacing of about 0.5X, the number of elements in the
array are increased from 5 X 10 to 7 X 13 with no change in array physical size. In the
remaining discussions, the EATS array is assumed to contain 7 X 13 elements.

7 X 13 Elements Array

Uniformly spaced array with exact phasing -- Radiation patterns are obtained for
a uniformly spaced 7 X 13 elements EATS array using exact phasing. The results are
shown in Figs. 10a through 10e. When compared to Figs. 5a and 5b, the side lobes
are lower in Figs. 10a and 10b and have no grating lobes in azimuth patterns when
scanned up to 600 in azimuth, as shown in Figures 10c through l~e.

.. ~*Projected uniformly spaced array with exact phasing -The array elements are dis-
tributed on the curved surface of the circular cylinder so that when projected onto a
plane they have uniform spacing, as discussed earlier in this report Assuming such pro-
jected uniform spacing for the array elemenL--, the required exact steering phases are
supplied to scan the antenna beam. The results are presented ir, Figs. lla through Ile.
"Figures ".a and lb show the elevation patterns for 0" and 15' elevation scan angles.

16
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* . The azimuth patterns, for different azimuth scan angles, are shown in Figs. 11c through
- ** lie. These patterns are very similar to the patterns in Figs. 10a through 10e, which are

obtained by assuming uniform spacing and exact phasing. This is because the EATS array
occupies a smaller arc around the cylinder, and consequenitly the uniform and projected
uniform spacings are very close to each o~.her, The patterns shown in Figs. 11a through
lie will be used later to compare the patterns obtained by using approximate phasing
(row-column steering).

.. ~X ~.Z -2

- ~ -60 .- K0Pi-70-60-SO--4C-3O-20-1O 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
ELEVRT ION RNGLE tDZ'GBEES)

Fl~. 10a - Elevation paet'wn of 7 X 13 EATS array, uniformly spaced on fuselage

LU- 
.

-6 t and Illne tol 150, in1 elevation

-9 -0 7 -01-S)-4i 3 --) C 11. :0 Q l17 3ILVT NRGE(ERE
~. .

Fig.~ ~ ~ ~ 10 .lvto atr f7X1 AS rauiomysae nfslg
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•'Y":°"':•-90 -80 -70 -60 -SO-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 '10 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
S~AZIMUTH RNGLE (DEGREES)

S~Fig. 10c -- Axituth pattern of 7 X 13 EATS armyF, uniformaly spaced• on fuselage

,. o

¢-2

- -

........ .. .. .. . . . . .... .... . ... .. ..... .. . . .... .. . .... .. ..,.. . .. . , ii. . .. . ',, , I , ,T., Il,, -,IiI, , •, 1167l 7 - rj, i, l j l, l- 20- -/0--60-50-10-3C-20-10 0 i0 20 30 lie SO 60 70 80 K0

q.ZIMUTH RNPGLE OE;.)EE S
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Fig. lid - Azimuth pattern of 7 X 13 EATS army, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage
and scanned to 30* In azimuth using exact steering phase
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Fig. Ilie - Azimuth pattern of 7 X 13 EATS array, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage
and sc.anned to 600 in azimuth using exact steering phase
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SProjected uniformly spaced array with row-column steering - The element spacing
on the curved surface is assumed to be the same as described in the preceding paragraph.
However, instead of exact phasing, an approximate phasing is used to scan the beams.
The computed radiation patterns are shown in Figs. 12a through 12e. Comparing these
patterns with those in Figs. Ila through Ile, we note that the difference between the
two sets is very small, and therefore the phase errors introduced by approximate phasing
"are negligible. This conclusion can also be reached by calculating the phase errors with
the equations develbped earlier in this report. As discussed earlier, the maximum phase
error corresponds to the phase errors in the end elements and when the beam is scanned
to the maximum scan range of interest. For EATS array, the end element angular
position 0 N from the array broadside is found to be 16.6°, the maximum elevation scan
angle OS of interest is 150, and the maximum scan angle SOs of interest is 60'. Sub-
stituting ON = 16.60, s = 15%, and 5s = 60' in Eqs. (2) and (5), we note that the maximum
phase error in the end elements is 42° and the maximum rms phase error in the entire EATS
array is only 10.50. This small phase error did not degrade the radiation patterns. How-
ever, there is a small loss in gain (0.32 dB) when the beam is scanned to 60W in a.imuth,
as shown in Table 1. Therefore, it is cost effective to use row-column steering for the
EATS array located on the fuselage, with negligible degradation in array performance.

Table 1
EATS Array Characteristics

- . Scan Angle Beanmwidth Relative*
Airay Elevation Azimuth Elevation Azimuth Gain

Configuration (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (dB)

S .". ..... -"Uniformly 0 0 14.75 8.0 0
spaced array
of 7 x 13 15 0 15.25 0
elements
with exact 0 33 - 9.0 0

.. ..• :.phasing
• .. hi0 60 - 14.0 0

Projected 0 0 14.75 8.0 0

uniformly

spaced array 15 0 15.25 - 0
of 7 x 13
elem ats 0 30 - 9.0 -0.03

,.,•-s'- o•. with approxi-
mate phasing 0 60 - 14.5 -0.32

*Relative gain with respect to a planar array of the same size.
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Fig. 12c - Azimuth pattern of 7 X13 EATS array, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage
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Fig. 12d - Azimuth pattern of 7 X13 EATS oiray, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage
and scanned to 30* in azimuth applying row-column steering
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i,,•-. ,-••., Fig. 12a - Azimuth pattern of 7 X 13 EATS array, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage
and scanned to 60* in azimuth applying row-column steering

ASummary of EATS Array on Fuselage - It is shown that the 5 X 10 element array

proposed in Ref. [2] has undesirable characteristics when placed on the fuselage. The
array performance is improved by increasing the number of elements to 7 X 13 with no
change in array physical size. Finally, it is shown that the array performance did not

. .degrade by using the familiar planar array, row-column steering which results in substantial
decrxease in the cost of hardware implementation. The summary of EATS array character-
istics is given in Table 1. Table 1 shows half-power beamwidths and relative gains for
"several scan angles it azimuth and elevation planes. As one would expect, the beamwidth
increases as the beam is scanned away from broadside. As for the gaki; theoretically, it
is possible to find the absolute gain of the conformal array by integrating the three-
dimensional array pattern. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to implement that
procedure even by using a computer. An approximate technique is usually sought in such

-� cases. For the purpose of this report, the conformal array gain is given as a relative gain
defined as

"Relative gain Conformal array elements contribution in a given direction
Equivalent planar array clements contribution in the same direction

The equivalent planar array is assumed to have the aperture equal to the projected aper-
S... ture of the conformal array and to have the same number of elements. For a planar

array it is well known that the array gain is given by 41rA/X 2 , where A is the effective
" . :"..area and X is the wavelength. For EATS array the equivalent planar array apertu:'e is

given by 3U X 6X, giving a broadside gain of 226 (for 100% efficienicy) and the gain
.. .... .. decreases by a factor of cos (, as the beam is scanned to an angle 0 from broadside.

L Our computations showed that the gain of EATS conformal array is the same as its

25
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, equivalent planar array. Therefore, the relative gain column carries 0 dB when exact
steering phase is used. When approximate phasing is used, there is a small decrease in
gain for EATS array (Table 1). This is because of the small phase errors introduced by
the approximate phasing (row-column steering).

TCS Receiving Array

The size of the TCS array is assumed to be 0.7m X 1.4m, as proposed in Ref. [2],
"which translates to a 10.27X X 20.54N array at 4.4 GHz.

'-'t.--,•",. q..•i'

16 X 32 Elements Array

A 16 X 32 elements array is proposed in Ref. [2] for TCS. Therefore, it is analyzed
t .first. Assuming that the array elements are uniformly distributed on the fuselage andL • exact phasing is used to scan the beams, the radiation patterns are obtained for several

scan angles in the elevation and azimuth planes; these are shown in Figs. 13a through

13e. From Fig. 13b it is noted that the side lobes increased to high levels when scanned
to 150 in elevation. If the required scan angle is increased to 300, to consider offset
configuration, it is conceivable that the side lobes may increase to higher levels. Thic is" "•'":"•'''t'''' 'm ainly due to larger interelem ent spacing (ft 0.68N•) in the elevation plane. In Fig. 13e
note that the grating lobes appeared when the beam was scanned to 600 in the azimuth

plane. This is because of the larger interelement spacing (: 0.66X) in the azimuth plane.
A triangular grid structure did not emedy the situation (results for TCS array are not

-03-

Z -2Q-

t , :" + !

.... ....... ............

-", '-80--70 --/ 0 -6-So q O -7)-20-1 0 10 2C 30 40 5 3 60 70 80 g0

ILEVRT ION RNCLE (OEGR .t.5)

Fig. 13a - Elevation pattern of 16 X 32 TCS array, uniformly spaced on fuselage
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Fig. 13b - Elevation pattern of 16 X 32 TMS amy, uniformly spaced on fuselags and scanned

to 15" in elevation
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Fig. 13c - Azimuth pattern of 16 X 3 2 TICS array, uniformly spaced on fuselage
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included because the conclusions are similar to EATS array with triangular grid). Therefore,
it was decided to increase the number of elements in the array to 20 X 40 and retain the
same physical size so that the interelement spacing is approximately 0.5X in azimuth and
in elevation planes. This will eliminate the undesirable characteristics noted with the
"16 X 32 element array.

20 X 40 Element Array

Uniformly spaced array with exact phasing - Radiation patterns were obtained for
a 20 X 40 element TCS array with uniform spacing and using exact phasing to scan the
beam. The results are shown in Figs. 14a through 14f. When compared to the patterns
shown in Figs. 13a through 13e, the side lobes are lower and no grating lobes appeared
"in the azimuth pattern when scanned up to 600 in azimuth.

0

.J. ,

Alf
S... .. . +J'IP+ , ,i,, ~ ~ I

.Ii t I t•- - ib-Ii
"+"' ' 1r j+ ;•

..... .. I !..WI.I IiIIII0 n11111 M M

-90-80-'70-60-5o-40-30-2-to 0 t1 20 30 qo 53 6.3 70 80 90
ELEVRT ION RNGLE(DE6EREES

Fig. 14a - Elevation pattern of 20 X 40 TCS array, uniformly spaced on fuselage
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Fig. 14b -Elevation pattern of 20 X 40 TCS array, uniformly spaced on fuselage and scanned

to 15" in elevation applNyin exat stern phas
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•14c - Elevation pattern of 20X 40 TCS array, uniformly spaced on fuselage and scned

to 30 in elevation applying exact steering phase
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Fig, 14d -Azimuth pattern of 20 X 40 TCS array, uniformly spaced on fuselage
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Fig. 14. - Azimuth pattern of 20 X 40 TCS array, uniformly spaced on fuseluge and scanned
to 300 irn azimuth applying exact steering phase
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~ ~t Fig. 14f - Azimuth pattern of 20 X 40 TCS may, uniformly spaced on fuselag. and scanned
to 600 in azimuth applying exact steering phase

weeProjected uniformly spaced array with row-column steering - The arry elements
wer located on the fuselage so that they have projected uniform, spacing, as discussed earlier.
Then, a row-column steering was used to scan the array pattern. The computed results
are shown in Figs. 15a through 15f. Comparing these patterns with those shown in
Figs. 14a through 14f, shows that there is negligible difference. Therefore, Zor TCS array

Cr - 3

-60 _60_j7_40 _060708G_9

-080 -0-60 -50 -40 -3r.-20 -10 0 10 20 0400607 BC9
ELEVRT ION RNGLE (DEGREES)

Fig. 15a - Elevation pattern of 20 X 40 TCS a&my, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage
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Fig. 15b - Elevation pattern of 20 X40 TCS array, projected uniformly spaced on fuslag

"and scanned to 150 In azimuth applying row-column steeing
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Fig. 15c - Elevation pattern of 20X 40 TCS array, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage

and scanned to 30" in elevation applying row-column steering
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Fig. 16e - Azimuth pattern of 20X 40 TCS array, proj•td uniformly spaced ot fuselage
and scanned to 30 in ranuth applying row-column steering
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FIg. lbf - Azimuth pattern of 20 X 40 TCS array, projected uniformly spaced on fuselage
and scanned to 60" In azimuth applying row-column steering

4',, Table 2
TCS Array Characteristics

Scan Angle Beamwidth Relative*
,"-.'••, Aray Elevation Azimuth Elevation Azimuth Gi

• j" Configuration (dog) (deg) (deg) (deg) (dB)

Uniformly 0 0 4.75 2.25 0

spaced array
of 20 x 40 15 0 5.0 - 0
elements
with exact 0 30 - 2.75 0
phasing

0 60 - 4.75 0

Projected 0 0 4.75 2.25 0
uniformly
spaced array 15 0 5.0 - 0

:"-",- >::: ..- , of 20 x 40
elements 0 30 - 2.75 -0.1
with planar
array phasing 0 60 4.9 -1.25

*Relative gain with respect to a planar array of the same size.
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, * on the fuselage, it is cost effective to use approximate phasing with negligible degradationin array patterns. Note, however, that the phase errors introduced some loss in gain, as

shown in Table 2, especially when the beam was scanned to 600 in azimuth. For this
.4 • maximum scan range, it can be shown using Eqs. (2) and (5) that the maximum phase

error in the end element is 1038. However, the maximum rms phase error in TCS array
is only 260. These phase errors result in a small gain loss as the beam is scanned to 600

-.7'- .. .in azimuth.

... .. . Summary of TCS array on fuseklge - The 16 X 32 element array proposed in Ref.
[2] for TCS gives undesirable characteristics when placed on the fuselage of P-3 aircraft.

7 "-. The array performance is improved by increasing the number of elements to 20 X 40
with no change in array physical size. It is shown that using row-colimn steering did not
degrade the array pattern, but there is a small loss in gain, especially when the beam is
scanned to 60* in azimuth. Therefore, it is suggested that the approximate phasing
could be used for TCS array. The array chs, acteristics are summarized in Table 2.

TMS Array

"The array. proposed in Ref. [2) ftr TMS is electrically and physically small. There-
fore, its performance characteristics can b,) expected to be similar to that of the EATS
and TCS arrays. 7n addition, a larger TMS array may be needed in the actual implemen-
tation. It was therefore decided to study only the characteristics of larger TMS arrays.
Because the computation time for obtaining radiation patterns of a large conformal array
becomes too excessive, and because the radiation pattern of an array on a circular
cylinder can be approximated by the product of the azimuth and elevation patterns, it
was decided to study only the elevation patterns when the array is placed around a

!-.=:, ,i•,:• 4circular cylinder. The azimuth patterns are similar to those of a large planar array. In
"what follows, the results of two arrays with different sizes will be discussed.

Circular Arc Array with 32 Elements - The aperture of the 32-element array was
t -chosen such that the aperture of the circular arc array projected onto a line, as explained

earlier, is 15.5X (6.9 ft for f = 2.2 GHz) so that the average projected interelement spac-
ing is 0.5O . For P-3 aircraft fuselage, this. will translate into a circular arc array length of

i ..":. '. '16.7?, and the arc angle of 750.6

Uniformly spaced array with exact phasii;g - When the 32 elements are distributed
uniformly on the circular arc, the interelement spacing is 0.54N. The radiation patterns
for this uniform array are shown in Figs. 16a through 16c for 0%, 150, and 300 elevation

scan angles. The beam scanning is accomplished by applying the required exact steering
phases. These patterns will be used to compare and judge the performance of the
projected uniformly spaced arrays.
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* .**Fig. 16a - Elevation pa~tern of 32 X 1 TMS array, uniformly spaced around fuselage
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Fig. 16b -Elevation pattern of 32 X 1 TMS array, uniformly spaced around fuselage

and scanned to 150 in elevation applying exact steering phase
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Fig. 16c - Elevation pattern of 32 X 1 TMS array, uniformly spaced around fuselage

and sc-=ned to 300 in elevation applying exact steering phas

P~rojected uniformly spaced array with exact phasing - The array elements are
distributed on the circular arc in such a way that they have equal projected interelement
spacing. By knowing the element locations on the circular arc, one could find the
exact steering phase required to scan the beam. The computed results are shown in
Figs, 17a through 17c. When these are compared with the patteins of uniformly spaced
arrays shown in Figs. 16a through 16c, the patterns are seen to be simila except tat
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Fig. 'L7& - Elevation pattern of 32 X 1 TMS array, projected uniformly spaced around fuselage
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fuselage and scanned to 30° in elevation applying rxc steering phse
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"the faraway side lobes increased as the beam was scanned for projected uniform array.

This is caused by the larger interelement spacing near the aperture end of the projected
uniformly spaced arc array. The patterns shown in Figs. 17a through 17c will be used
"to compare with the radiation patterns of a projected uniformly spaced array with row-
column steering. This will show the effect of approximate phasing more clearly for
larger conformal arrays.

Projected uniformly spaced array with linear array phasing - For this, the element
distribution is assumed to be the same as stated in the preceding paragraph. However,

: •.~ ,instead of exact phasing, an approximate phasing is used to scan the beams. The corre-
sponding radiation patterns for elevation scan angles of 00, 150, an!d 300 are shown in
Figs. 18a through 18c. Comparing thee. with the patterns of Figs. 17a through 17c,

' - .....•indicates that up to 15* scan the two approaches give similar patterns. However, as the
scan angle is increased to 300, the pattern obtained by approximate phasing (Fig. 18c)
"is degraded with increased beamwidth, decreased gain, increased side lobes, asd a broad

"- " shoulder formation. Therefore, it may be concluded that for a 32-element arc array
the approximate phasing could be used for ±15* scanning range with negligible degrada-

•. .... .tion in array performance. For larger scan range, this simplification may not be possible.

Circular Arc Array with 48 Elements - The aperture of the 48-element array was
chosen such that the projected aperture length is 23.5, (10.55 ft at 2.2 GHz), so that
the average projected interelement spacing is 0.5). For P-3 aircraft fuselage this will
translate into a circular array with arc length of 30.25)k and the arc angle of 1370.
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Fig. 18a - Elevation pattern of 32 X 1 TMS array, projected uniformly spaced around fuselage
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Fig. 18b - Elevation pattern of 32)X 1 TMS array, projected uniformly spaced around fuselage
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•:•..•...,.,....•...and scanned to 15" in ele'vation applying linear array phasing
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RAO AND HSIAO

Uniformly spaced array with exact phasing - When the 48 elements are distributed
uniformly on the circular arc, the interelement spacing is m 0.63X. The computed radia-
tion patterns for this uniform array are shown in Figs. 19a through 19c for different
elevation scan angles. The beam scanning was accomplished by applying the required
exact steering phases. From Figs. 19b and 19c we see that the grating lobes appeared

.. '.., when the beams were scanned to 15" and 300, respectively. This is due to the larger
interelement spacing (0.63X). To eliminate these grating lobes the interelement spacing
should be decreased by increasing the number of array elements if the aperture size is to
remain the same. However, we will show in the next section that the grating lobes can
be eliminated by projected uniform element distribution with no increase in the number

- "'"" "of elements.

., . . .. :• .. •. ...
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Fig. 19a - Elevation pattern of 48 X 1 TMS array, uniformly spaced around fuselage
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•r •,, Fig. 19b -- Elevation pattern o-t 48 Xi TMS array, uniformly spaced around fuselage

"'..•"•' ••- ..•,,and scanned to 15° in elevation applying exact steering phase
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Fig. 19b -- Elevation p.attrn of 48 X TMS array, uniformly spaced around fuselage
and s.caned to 1u in elevation applying exact steering phase
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RAO AND HSIAO

Projected uniformly spaced array with exact phasing - The array elements were
distributed on the circular arc so that they had equal projected interelement spacing.
By ktnowing the element location on the circular sarc, one could apply the exact steering
phase required to scan the beam. The computed patterns are shown in Figs. 20a through
20c. A comparison with the patterns of t~he uniformly sapced array shown in Figs. 19a
through 19c shows that the main-b,:am regions are quite similar and that the grating

* '~~.: ~lobes are suppressed for a projected uniform array. The effect of using approximate
phasing will be discussed next.
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FIg. 20a - Elevation pattern of 48 X 1 TMS array, projected uniformly spaced around fuselage
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Fig. 20c - Elevation pattern of 48 X 1 ThIS array, projected uniformly spaced around
fuselage and scanned to 300 in elevation applying exact steering phase
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RAO AND HSIAO

Proeced nibrl paedarm ihlna ra hsn h element distribution

exat seerng hae fr sannng a iner arayphsin wa usd.The corresponding
raithroug patern fomprn thesean 300 elevation scan angles are shown in Figs. 21a

throgh 1c.Comarig tesewith the patterns for Figs. 20a through 20c indicates
that the approximate phase approach degrades the pattern even at 15* scan. For 30*
scan (Fig. 21c), the besmwidth becomes too wide with corresponding loss in gain. These
degradations Are caused by the increased phase errors as the array anc angle and scan
angle are increased, as discussed earlier. Therefore, the approximate phasing may not
be used with a 48-element array. However, it is doubtful if a 48-element array can be
accommodated on the fuselage of P-3 aircraft.

Summary of TMIS Array on Fuselag. - TMS arrays with 32 and 48 elements in the
171:7 . .~elevation plane were analyzed. For the scan range of :t16 0, an approximate phasing can

-.. ~* be used for a 32-element array with negligible degradation in arrmy performance. For
____larger scan angles orfor larger arrays, the row-column steering cannot be used. For such

arrays a modification of the approximate phasing may be used, as discussed briefly. This
approach is still under investigation at NRL.

Z -

I~I 9 r~fCc
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-90-0-7-6a50-a-3-2c~3 12 2~J 32 52 52 72 t2 92

ELEVRT ION RNGLE (DEGREES)

Fig. 21a - Elevation pattern of 48 X 1 TMS array, projected uniformly spaced around fuselage
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Fig. 21b - Elevation pattern of 48 X 1 TUB array, projected uniformly spaced around
fuselage and scanned to 15" In elevation applying linear array phasing
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F'ig. 21c -- Elevation pattern of 48 X 1 TMS array, projected uniformly spaced aroundI . fuselage and scanned to 30" in elevation applying linear wray phming
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ARRAYS ON VERTICAL STABIUZER

Tc. accommodate a TMS array on the ftiseine of P-3 aircraft, it may be necessary
tolocate EATS and TICS arrays on the vertical ste1ýUlzer. If the vertical stabilizer

nuzface is specified, the computer program discussedjn Appendix A can be used to
analyze the arrays on the vertical stabilizer. &~e qxact description of the vertical
stabilizer surface was not obtainable. Hence, au apprcqJmate approach was used takting
the available data [1]. The vertical stabilizer su face, where the arrays may be located,
can be approximated as a part of a large conical surjice. The conical surface is defined
by a base radius of curvature of 15 ft and cone mngý o! 10, as shown in Fig. 22. To
avoid the scattering effects of fuselage, the elerupnts of the arrays on vertical stabilizer
are assumed to be vertical dipoles. This will ha',e the effect of reducing the side lobes
in the elevation patterns.

Z

ý9~

CONE ANGLE

VERT~rAL8
STABILIZER as

- -- -. CONFORMAL

lii--ARRAY

y
15'

x

Fig. 22 - Geometry of a conformal armiy
on the vertical stabilizer
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EATS Array

Wilk 7%e EATS array on the vertical stabilizer is assumed to have seven rows and each"•-•'•= row contains 13 elmmor-.t. The arc length of the bottom row is assumed to be 6), (1 m).
The are angle o,.;cupied by the array is found to be 2.5°. The EATS array and one side
of the vertical stabilizer are shown in Fig. 22 as a part of a large conical surface. The
computed radiation patterns are shown in Figs. 2., through 23e. Figures 23a through
23c are azimuth patterns for azimuth scan angles of 0, 30, and 60°. Since the array
surface is conical, there is a cross-polarization component. However, since the vertical
stabilizer surface is almost planar, the cross-polarization component is very small and is

* .. ,.,.., at least 20 dB below the main polarization component. The side lobes are below 20 dB
except when the beam is scanned to 60, where they are increased to about - 10 dB.
Figs. 23d and 23e show the elevation patterns for elevation scan angles of 0* and 15*,

' ' respectively. As expected, the side lobes are very low.
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6-90-80-70-60-50-540-30-20-1C 0 10 2C 30 4O 50 60 70 80 90

RZIMUTH RNGLE (DfGREES)
Fig. 23a- Azimuth pattern of 7 X 13 EATS array "cated on vertical stabilizer
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77 RZIMUTH RNGLE (DEGREES)
Fig. 23b - Azimuth pattern of 7 X 13 EATS array located on viertical stabilizer and

scanned to 30* in azimuth applying exact phasing
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Fig. 23c - Azimuth pattern of 7 X 13 EATS array located on vertical stabilizer and

scanned to 60" in azimuth applying exact phasing
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ELEVRT ION RNGLE (DEGtHEES)
Fig. 286, - Elevation pattern of 7 X 18 EATS array located on vertical stabilizer
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Fig. 23s - Elevation pattern of 's X 13 EATS array located on vert~ical stabilizer and

scanned to 150 in elevation applying exact phasing
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~ '1 TCS Arry

The TCS array on the vertical stabilizer is assumed to have 20 rows, and each row
contains 40 elemente. The arc length of the bottom row is assumed to be 19.5x at 4.4
GJz The arc angle occupied by the array is found to be 1.6". The computed radiation
patterns are shown in Figs. 24a through 24e. From these figures, it is observed that the
conclusions reached for an EATS armay will also apply for a TCS array except that the
side lobes are about - 20 dB for a TOS array as compared to - 10 dB for an EATS array
when scanned to 600 in azimuth plane.
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Fig. 24a - Azimuth pattern of 20 X 40 TCS array located or~ vertical stabilizer
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RUZMIUTH RNGLE (DEGREES)
Fig. 24b - Azimuth pattern of 20 X 40 TCS army located on vertical stabilizer and

scanned to 30' in azimuth applying exact phasing
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Fig. 24c - Azimuth pattern of 20 X 40 TC8 array located on vertical stabilizer and
scanned to 600 in azimuth applying exact phasing
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Fig. 24d -Elevation pattern of 20 X 40 TCS array located on vertical ctabillzar
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Pig.24a- Elvaton atten e 20X 46TCSarry loate onvertical stabilizer and

.. . scacnned to 15* in elevation applying exact phasing
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Summary of the Arrays on Vertical Stabilizer

The vertical stabilizer is approximated as a part of a large conical surface. Therefore,
the radiagion fields contained some cross-polarization components. However, the radius
of curvature is very large, and the arc angle occupied by the arrays is small. This resulted
in a very small cross-polarization. The radiation pattern can be shown to be very similar
to planar arrays of the same size. Therefore, the approximate phasing method can be
used for the arrayr nn the vertical stabilizer with negligible degradation in array perform-
ance.

CONCLLd NS

S: " .•,- •A general computer program was developed to analyze the performance of conformal
"arrays. The EATS and TCS arrays were analyzed as located on the fuselage or vertical
stabilizer of P-3 aircraft. A simple phase steering technique is recommended to simplify

- ,- the hardware required to scan the conformal arrays. When this technique is applied to
. ,EATS and TCS arrays, it is shown that the row-column steering is cost effective with

negligible degradation in array performance. This simpler phasing method could also be
used for TMS arrays of 32 elements in the elevation plane. For larger TMS arrays or

" "wider scanning (scanning to 600 in azimuth), the simpler phase steering method results
in large phase errors, For such arrays, a modification of the simpler phase steering
method is suggested. When TMS arrays are located on the fuselage, it may be necessary
"to locate EATS and TCS arrays on the vertical stabilizer. Therefore, such arrays were
analyzed. It is suggested that the simpler row-column steering be used for such arrays
"with negligible degradation in array performance.
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Appendix A

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF GEN•RAL COMPUTER PROGRAM

For the purpose of this report, a brief description of a computer program developed
to find the radiation patterns of conformal arrays located on a general surface will be

4 ,given. The detailed description, tognther w..th the written program, will be published as
a separate report. By supplying proper input cards and the subroutines, users can apply
the program to the arrays on a general conformal surface, a parabolic cylinder, a cLc •!ar
torus, a cone, and a planar surface.

In the case of a general conformal surface, each element position and its orientation
are supplied as inputs t. the program. The element position is supplied as three com-
poanents in a rectangular coordinate system with respect to a reference point on tQ array.
The element orientation is expressed by three anpLes measured from array broadside. For
circular cylinder, circular torus, and planar surfaces, the number of elements, the array
aperture, arid the radius of curvature in x and y directions must be specified. For a
planar surface the radius of curvature is specified as zero. For conical surface, the num-
ber of rows, the base radius of curvature, the array arc angle, the cone angle, the

* ,-. . spacing between the rows and the interelement spaAng along the base mut be specified.

In all cases, the element pattern can be specified as a horizontal or a vertical dipole.
In addition, an exAct phase or an approximate phase (row-column steering) can be
selected for scanning the beam. Array patterns can be obtained for any polar angle cuts
over an angular range of ±90". The computer gives a printed output and a plot of the

curve. The radiation patterns presented in this report are the examples of the output
expected.
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